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7th Workshop on

Wireless and Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks
http://wman2013.cs.uni-bonn.de/

in conjunction with Networked Systems (NetSys) 2013

Welcome to the seventh edition of our Workshop on Wireless and Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks. Based on the
success of the preceding WMAN workshops of 2011 back to 2002, the workshop was again held on March 11,
2013 in conjunction with the bi-annual conference Networked Systems 2013 (formerly the ITG/GI conference on
communication in distributed systems, German: ITG/GI - Fachtagung “Kommunikation in Verteilten Systemen”).

Wireless and Mobile Ad-Hoc Networking covers a broad variety of applications, including areas like mesh net-
working, wireless sensor networks, vehicular networks, personal area networks, some forms of body area net-works,
and many more. Over the years, the field diversified and many newly emerging application areas now constitute
research fields of their own. WMAN 2013 seeks to provide a platform for a broad discussion among researchers
from all these diverse fields. Thereby, we want to enhance awareness of new trends and approaches in other areas
of ad-hoc networking.

With the change from KiVS to NetSys, we also changed the format of the WMAN workshop. While in previous years
we solicited full papers that underwent detailed peer-review, we now switched to a less formal and more interactive
approach. Submissions were solicited only in abstract form and underwent a relevancy check. We explicitly asked
also for submissions that provide a broader picture on the work of a working group or a specific community or
raise new issues or challenges that the research community should discuss during the workshop.

This years program features a provoking keynote by Nils Aschenbruck on “Ad-hoc Networking – Blue Sky Research
forever?” followed by 5 presentations on aspects like routing overhead, security, ad-hoc integration with cellular
networks, and context-adaptive networking.

The presentations in detail:

N. Aschenbruck, “Ad-hoc Networking – Blue Sky Research forever?” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Page 03
S. Jopen, R. Ernst,

“Predicting Optimized Link State Routing Protocol Control Message Overhead in MANETs” . . . . . Page 05
M. Großmann, L.A. Schwöbel, U.R. Krieger, “Face-to-Face Ad-hoc Networking on Android” . . . . . . . . . . Page 11
P. Racz, A. Lunn, J. Paatero, “A Security Extension for Ad-hoc Routing Protocols” . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Page 15
M.A. Ferrag, M. Nafa, S. Ghanmi,
“A New Security Mechanism for Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector in Mobile Ad Hoc Social Networks” Page 19
N. Aschenbruck, F. Kargl, B. Scheuermann, “Context-adaptive Networking for Ad-hoc Networks” . . . . . . Page 23

We hope that workshop participants will enjoy these interesting topics and engage in intensive discussions.

Stuttgart, March 11, 2013

Matthias Frank, Frank Kargl, Burkhard Stiller
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Ad-hoc Networking – Blue Sky Research forever?
Nils Aschenbruck

University of Osnabrück
Institute of Computer Science

Albrechtstr. 28
49076 Osnabrück, Germany

aschenbruck@uos.de

Blue sky research is scientific research in domains where real applications and markets seem not to be existing.
Some people see ad-hoc networking as one of the domains that have this “problem” On the one hand, they may
be right. Mobile Ad-hoc Networks are standardized for more than 15 years now (cf. RFC-2501). But we have not
seen products that really dominate the markets. On the other hand, there are products, solutions, and still open
challenges. - From the research side, blue skies are needed for real innovation. Thus, a domain with plenty blue
sky seems to be great.

The keynote will review the ad-hoc networking blue sky phenomena by surveying selected application domains as
well as products that have made it to market. Then, the possible reasons, challenges, and solutions concerning blue
skies are presented. Finally, some research challenges and future directions for ad-hoc networking are highlighted.
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Predicting Optimized Link State Routing Protocol
Control Message Overhead in MANETs

Sascha Jopen, Raphael Ernst
University of Bonn

Institute of Computer Science 4
Bonn, Germany

{jopen, ernst}@cs.uni-bonn.de

Abstract—Since several years MANETs are a hot topic
in research. There are several routing protocols available
for MANETs and for nearly every protocol further exten-
sions and improvements exist, which often require partic-
ular configurations for optimal operation. The problem
of finding an ideal parameter set for a given network
scenario is often solved with time-consuming network sim-
ulations. However, real world deployments of Mobile Ad-
hoc Networks (MANETs) require a timely determination of
suitable parameters. Therefore, we propose an analytical
approach to help finding appropriate parameters for a
given scenario and to reduce the complexitiy of simu-
lations. Our work is focused on the widely used OLSR
routing protocol. The overall performance of an OLSR
network is highly influenced by the transmission interval
of topology control messages. Depending on the mobility of
the nodes and the available bandwidth, shorter or longer
intervals are more appropriate. Our analytical results
presented in this paper allow for a precise estimation of the
load imposed by OLSR control messages for each node.
This eliminates the need of time-consuming simulations
to choose appropriate intervals for control messages. Fur-
thermore, these predictions could be a basis for automatic
protocol configuration during runtime.

Index Terms—MANET, OLSR, routing, overhead, pre-
diction

I. INTRODUCTION

The Optimized Link State Routing Protocol (OLSR)
[1] is a popular routing protocol for MANETs. As
a proactive routing protocol it maintains routes to
all possible destinations all the time. Like classical
Link State Routing Protocols (LSRs), OLSR performs
neighbor detection and advertises links in the network
with two different message types. HELLO messages
are used to discover links to neighboring nodes, while
Topology Control (TC) messages are used to disseminate
this topology information throughout the network. By
combining each node’s neighbor information obtained
through TC messages and the local neighborhood dis-

covered with HELLO messages, a node can calculate
routes to all other nodes in the network.

The intervals at which HELLO and TC messages are
generated and transmitted are configurable parameters
of OLSR. They can greatly influence the performance
of the routing protocol. As shown in [2], decreasing the
HELLO and TC intervals improves the reaction times
of OLSR with respect to route availability. However,
shorter message intervals imply higher routing overhead.
Especially when using High Frequency (HF) radios or
similar with data rates of only a few kbit/s the additional
overhead can easily overload the channels.

Finding optimal parameter sets for arbitrary scenarios
regarding message intervals is a challenging task. Often
network simulations are leveraged to determine these
parameters. However, running several simulations for
different parameter sets with the required amount of
replications can be quite time-consuming. The predic-
tions presented in this paper allow for a precise esti-
mation of the incoming load caused by TC messages,
individually for each node. The only input required are
the communications ranges of all nodes, as well as
node positions and movements. Calculating the predicted
load is a lot faster than running exhaustive simulations.
Furthermore, this could be used to adapt TC intervals
dynamically to the available channel capacity.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: In
section II other work related to the subject of this
paper is presented. In section III MPR selector paths
are defined, a fundamental concept for estimating the
incoming control message load for nodes. In section IV
our analytical model is explained in detail. In section V
the performance of our predictions compared to simula-
tion results is presented and discussed. Finally, in section
VI we draw a conclusion.

II. RELATED WORK

Most of the publications presenting optimizations for
routing protocols make use of network simulations to
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show and verify the changes proposed. However, there
are also a few publications, which introduce analytical
approches to estimate the protocol behaviours. Nguyen
and Minet estimate in [3] the overhead introduced by
OLSR HELLO and TC messages. Based on the average
number of neighbors for each node and the average
number of Multipoint-Relays (MPRs) in a network with
evenly distributed nodes in a square area, the routing
protocol overhead within the entire network is calculated.
Extracting more detailed information, which node con-
tributes how much load to the overhead is not possible.

In [4], Jiang et al. briefly approximate the impact
of OLSR message interval optimizations on the routing
protocol overhead in terms of transmitted packets. Both
HELLO and TC messages are considered. Based on
[5], the average number of MPRs in a network and
the configured message emission intervals are used to
estimate the number of control messages transmitted in
the whole network. Though this gives a rough overview
of the overhead, deriving per node statistics is impossible
as well.

Medina and Bohacek present in [6] detailed models
for the fractions of nodes generating, forwarding, and
receiving TC messages. A comparison of the execution
times for calculating the estimated overhead shows a
significant speedup compared to the simulations used
for validation. Though the models allow for a detailed
analysis of the overall performance of the MPR flooding
mechanism, they are not suitable for calculating the
expected incoming message load of particular nodes.

III. MPR SELECTOR PATHS

In contrast to HELLO messages, which are not for-
warded, TC messages have to be broadcasted and for-
warded to all nodes in the OLSR network. To reduce
network traffic and the risk of broadcast storms [7],
an optimized forwarding technique called MPR flooding
[8] is employed. Here, forwarding of control messages
is done only by some of the nodes, the MPRs, thus
reducing the amount of retransmitted packets. MPRs are
selected by their surrounding neighbor nodes. A node a
selecting another node b as an MPR is called an MPR
selector of b.

G = (V,E)

V = {all nodes in the network}
E = {(u, v) ∈ V 2 | v is MPR selector of u} (1)

The directed graph G defined in (1) containing all
nodes as vertices and edges from all MPRs to their
respective MPR selectors is further referred to as the

Symbol Definition

SizeTc(m) Size of a TC message, generated by node m
in bytes.

SizeMsgHdr OLSR message header size: 12 bytes.

SizeTcHdr TC message header size: 4 bytes.

SizeTcAddr Size of a single address in TC messages: 4
bytes.

NAdvertised(m) Set of all neighbors of node m, which are in
its Advertised Neighbor Set.

NMPR(m) Set of all MPR neighbors of node m.

TcInterval TC message interval in seconds.

Mmax(y),
Mmin(y)

Maximum/minimum number of TC message
bytes sent by node y.

MPRSP(y) Set of MPR nodes, reachable by MPR selector
paths starting from node y, including y.

MPRSP∗(y) Set of nodes from MPRSP(y), excluding
MPRSP(z) with z ∈ NSym(y) and z not MPR
selector of y, including y.

LinksAsym(y, x) Set of links with node x is in communication
range of node y.

TABLE I
SYMBOLS USED FOR THE PREDICTIONS.

MPR selector graph. Each directed path from a given
node to another node is called an MPR selector path.
Control messages transmitted by an end node of such an
MPR selector path will eventually reach the start node,
as each node’s predecessor on the path is an MPR for it
and thus forwards the messages. Therefore, a node will
receive control messages from all other nodes to which
an MPR selector path exists.

IV. PREDICTIONS

The following formulas describe the expected load
imposed by TC messages on a given node. All symbols
used in the formulas are summarized in Table I. Though
OLSR allows for partial TC messages, it is assumed that
all topology information of a node is transmitted within
a single OLSR message. Only the size of the actual TC
messages including the general OLSR message header is
considered. Additional OLSR packet headers, UDP, IP
and lower layer headers are irrelevant for this analysis
but can easily be added if desired.

SizeTc(m) = SizeMsgHdr + SizeTcHdr

+ SizeTcAddr · |NAdvertised(m)| (2)

The size of a TC message originated at a node m,
given in equation (2), is the sum of the general OLSR
message header, the TC header and the sum of the
size of an IPv4 address times the number of neighbors
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advertised in the TC message of node m. Every node
advertises at least all of its neighbors, which are MPR
selectors of the node. Optionally, the nodes can addition-
ally advertise their own MPRs, or all of their neighbors.
The set of the advertised nodes is called the Advertised
Neighbor Set.

Mmax(y) =
∑

m∈MPRSP(y)

SizeTc(m)

TcInterval
(3)

Mmin(y) =
∑

m∈MPRSP∗ (y)

SizeTc(m)

TcInterval
(4)

The formulas (3) and (4) calculate the maximum and
minimum outgoing load in bytes per second transmitted
by a given MPR node y. For each MPR m reachable us-
ing an MPR selector path starting at node y, the average
number of bytes per second of TC messages originated
at node m is calculated, which is the size of a TC
message divided by the interval in which they are sent.
The corresponding TC messages are eventually received
by y and potentially forwarded. Node y itself generates
TC messages. Even though they are not forwarded by
y, they are sent by y nevertheless and thus included in
the sum. As TC messages are only generated by MPRs,
nodes which are not selected as an MPR by some other
node, are not considered.

Due to the fact that, according to RFC 3626, section
3.4.1 (2), an MPR node retransmits a message only if
it receives the message for the first time from one of
its MPR selectors over a given interface, there are two
similar formulas. The first one assumes that all control
messages are always received from one of the MPR
selectors and thus are always forwarded. The second
formula on the other hand assumes that all messages
are first received from a node, which is not an MPR
selector. These messages are not forwarded. Often, many
MPR nodes have only neighbors, which are both MPRs
themselves and MPR selectors of the node, or not MPRs
at all. That is, the control messages can only reach
these nodes from one of its MPR selectors. All control
messages are always forwarded by these nodes. The
equations (3) and (4) are equivalent for this type of
nodes. MPRs for which it is not clear whether they
will forward an incoming message beforehand are further
referred to as critical MPRs.

Lmax(x) =
∑

y∈NMPR(x)

(|LinksAsym(y, x)| ·Mmax(y)) (5)

Parameter Configuration

Number of nodes 16

Node distances 50 m

PHY & MAC layer model IEEE 802.11g

Communication Range fixed, 60 m

Data rate fixed, 54 Mbit/s

HELLO Interval 2 s

Neighbor Hold Time 6 s

TC Interval 5 s

Topology Hold Time 15 s

Advertised Neighbor Set of
each node

All neighbors which are MPR
selectors of this node.

Simulation time 900 s (Discarding the first 30 s)

TABLE II
SIMULATION PARAMETERS.

Lmin(x) =
∑

y∈NMPR(x)

(|LinksAsym(y, x)| ·Mmin(y)) (6)

The formulas (5) and (6) finally calculate the maxi-
mum and minimum load of TC messages in bytes per
second received by an arbitrary node x. As TC messages
are only generated and forwarded by MPRs, only the
neighboring nodes of x which are MPRs account for the
load received by x. All messages are received over every
asymmetric link from the MPR neighbors to node x,
which is important in multi-device OLSR configurations.
An asymmetric link denotes a link between two nodes,
where communication is only possible in one direction.
This basically means that it is sufficient for node x to
be in communication range of other MPRs to receive
the messages forwarded and generated by them. As a
consequence of the formulas (3) and (4) there exists a
predicted maximum and minimum load caused by TC
messages.

Lmin(x) ≤ L(x) ≤ Lmax(x) (7)

In summary the above formulas lead to equation (7)
with an expected incoming TC message load for a node
x somewhere in between the minimum and maximum
predicted TC message load for this node. Because the
difference between minimum and maximum predicted
load solely depends on messages arriving for the first
time at an MPR either from an MPR selector or from
another node, the actually measured load heavily de-
pends on the propagation delay of the messages within
the network.
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Fig. 1. Visualization of the static grid scenario with MPR selector
paths. An edge from a node x to node y implies y is MPR selector
of x, that is x forwards control messages received from y.

V. EVALUATION

The predictions as presented in section IV were eval-
uated and verified in several static scenarios of different
sizes simulated with ns-3 [9] and a Click Modular
Router [10] based OLSR implementation, developed at
our department.

The results for simulations of a grid scenario with
16 nodes are presented in this section. The nodes are
positioned 50 m apart with no node mobility. All nodes
are equipped with a single wireless interface with a fixed
communication range of 60 m. Each node advertises only
their MPR selectors in TC messages. This setup leads to
a network topology as depicted in Fig. 1. Each node
in the simulation runs a full featured OLSR instance
with default parameters as described in RFC 3626. The
actually received number of TC messages and their sizes
are measured, summed up in discrete time intervals
and filtered using a moving average to reduce peaks
caused by message bursts. The first 30 s of simulation
time were skipped to allow for stabilization of OLSR.
All relevant simulation parameters are outlined in Table
II. We conducted ten replications of this simulation.
Running a single simulation takes approximatly 15 s,
while the computation of the predicted loads takes less
than 200 ms. Even if the predictions are calculated for
time steps with one second resolution, which would be
necessary for scenarios with mobile nodes or otherwise
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Fig. 2. Predicted TC message load versus measured load in the static
grid scenario (cf. Fig. 1).

changing topology, less than 5 s are spent for computa-
tion.

The input parameters for our predictions were de-
rived from the node positions and the communication
ranges only. Because of the fixed transmission ranges
no explicit link detection has to be modeled. Symmetric
links between all nodes within communication range are
assumed instead. A standalone MPR selection algorithm,
implementing the RFC 3626 MPR selection, calculates
the MPR set for each node. Using this information a
graph containing all MPR selector paths is constructed,
which is used to compute the formulas.

The results of the simulations described above and the
corresponding predicted load is depicted in Fig. 2. The
actual load was measured for time steps of one second
resolution. The filtered data points for all replications are
drawn as a boxplot for each node.

Variations in the incoming loads are caused by jitter,
propagation delay and packet loss due to collisions.
Every control message is sent in fixed intervals minus
some random jitter. This can lead to incoming load
bursts when packets are generated nearly at the same
time by several different nodes, which is the main
reason for the incoming load deviation. The more MPR
neighbors a node has the higher is the deviation, which
can be observed for all nodes. Due to the propagation
delay of messages, critical MPRs will sometimes receive
messages, originated at another node, for the first time
from an MPR selector and sometimes not. This yields
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higher load for intervals when the message is received
from an MPR selector and lesser load otherwise. This
can be observed for the nodes 0, 3, 8, and 11, as well as
nodes 5 and 6. Depending on the probability of messages
arriving either from an MPR selector or not, and thus
on the structure of the network, the actual load lies
more toward the minimum or maximum predicted load.
Furthermore, every node in the simulated scenario can
suffer from packet loss caused by the hidden terminal
problem [11] because no node is in transmission range
of any other adjacent node of one of its neighbors. As
these effects are not modeled by our predictions, the
expected maximum load is always greater or equal than
the average actual load. This is best observed at nodes
1, 2, 4, and 7, however, every node is affected.

Obviously, the predicted and the measured loads
match very well, especially at nodes with identical or
nearly identical minimum and maximum expected loads.
The actual load in case of differing minimum and maxi-
mum predicted loads for a node is mainly influenced by
the order in which packets arrive at a neighboring MPR,
and thus the propagation delay of packets. As this is
currently not modelled by the predictions the difference
between the minimum and maximum predicted loads can
be quite large. How large this difference is, depends on
the number of nodes reachable by MPR selector paths
starting from neighboring critical MPRs. For example,
the nodes 5 and 6, as well as the nodes 9 and 10 all have
four neighboring MPRs, each of them having exactly one
critical MPR. Thus, the minimum predicted load is the
same for all. The maximum load, however, is different,
because the critical MPRs 4 and 7 always receive TC
messages from all other nodes in the networks over their
links to node 8 or 11, respectively. The critical MPRs 13
and 14 on the other hand only receive TC messages from
the nodes 13 or 14. Thus, the additional load caused by
these two critical MPRs is much smaller than that of the
nodes 4 and 7. Hence the different predicted maxium
loads.

VI. CONCLUSION

The results show, that our predictions can be used to
precisely estimate the incoming load caused by OLSR
control messages for an arbitrary node, with only the
node positions and their communication ranges as an
input. Though the formulas presented in this work are
designed to estimate the TC message load, they can
easily be adapted to any MPR flooded messages emitted
in regular intervals. Instead of predicting the incoming
packet sizes it is also possible to estimate the number of
incoming packets with only little modifications.

Computing the estimated load using our predictions
is at least one order of magnitude faster than running
detailed simulations. Therefore, it is possible to evaluate
the effects of different TC intervals on protocol overhead
in a timely manner.

The formulas neither account for propagation delay
nor node mobility nor packet losses due to fading and
collisions. To use them with more sophisticated propa-
gation loss models or real world deployments, additional
link characteristics have to be considered. Current work
focuses on extending our predictions to include packet
delivery probabilities for all links.
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Face-to-Face Ad-hoc Networking on Android
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lukas-antii.schwoebel@stud.uni-bamberg.de

Abstract—Mobile data consumption establishes as a
massively growing market, because the proliferation of
powerful smartphones and tablets on mobile networks is
a major traffic generator nowadays. Those devices offer
content and applications to the consumer that were not
supported by previous generations of mobile devices. In
order to guarantee an acceptable quality of experience to
the end user, current studies try to improve data transmis-
sions on air interfaces. However, the bottleneck in cellular
mobile networks is the traversal of the infrastructure.
A paradigm to circumvent this fact and to increase the
system’s capacity is given by face-to-face communication
in combination with proximity detection. Those networks
promise scalability and performance improvements in
utilizing scarce resources. Without using new hardware,
a face-to-face paradigm is implemented and tested with
a chat application for the Android operating system. It is
based on a methodology to discover devices that are in near
distance to each other. Finally, a measurement trial reveals
the battery drainage of smart devices in self established
ad-hoc networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Among a few other scientific studies on mobile peer-
to-peer (P2P) video streaming, Eittenberger et al. [1]
present a prototype for a mobile P2P video streaming
application running on the Android operating system
(OS). The bottleneck for the video streaming of the
framework and similar P2P networks is their current
restriction to rely on the existing mobile network in-
frastructure. The connections to a P2P network, which
mobile devices can establish, are mostly twofold: On the
one hand, a mobile handheld can connect via an IEEE
802.11 wireless network, if the smart device provides
the corresponding hardware. The WiFi infrastructure is
used for short distances, dedicated to an area with static
access points (AP), and offers a limited mobility to the
smart device. On the other hand, cellular air interfaces
are providing another entry point to the Internet. The
performance of the second type of infrastructure is
barely achieving the requirements for participating in the

P2P data dissemination and is by far smaller than in
the WiFi setup. Nevertheless, it provides the maximal
mobility to the user of a smart device. Additionally,
a cellular network over relatively narrow air interfaces
suffers from hand-overs between the base stations (BS),
which are handled by radio network controllers (RNC),
and areas that are not covered by a BS. Hua et al. [2]
propose a multicast approach with ad-hoc transmissions.
In their study the video is encoded into different layers,
one base layer and multiple enhancement layers. Thus,
devices with a higher distance from the BS receive
less enhancement layers. If there are a few more peers
between the BS and the receiver, the proposed ad-hoc
multicast extension allows the reception of layers with a
higher quality for devices that are farer away.

Moreover, a mobile device is able to participate in a
P2P data dissemination paradigm in a few more ways.
Since most smart devices provide the ability to open
an IEEE 802.11 AP, a proximity based approach for
P2P networks is possible, such that face-to-face (F2F)
connections can be used for data transmission. However,
this paradigm should be analyzed further to consider
the battery drainage of mobile devices. Obviously, it is
higher if a mobile device opens two connections over
different interfaces concurrently. Here, smart algorithms
must be invented to create an incentive for devices
that have a relatively high amount of energy to offer
it voluntarily to other devices and in this way support
the P2P network. Of course, proximity based network
establishment is only useful, if a crowd of peers, which
are in near distance to each other, participate in the
F2F network. Luckily, nearly every smart mobile device
provides a GPS sensor that can be used to determine the
actual position of a peer.

The scenario of mobile P2P video streaming is an
useful example, while there are crowds that watch,
e.g., sport events at the same place and time. The
results generated in this scenario are fundamental to
develop applications for current and upcoming mobile
devices that are capable for standards proposed by the
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Fig. 1. Data dissemination strategies compared. A video streaming
server transmits its media content via a 3G network to requesting
devices.

3GPP Long Term Evolution (LTE) group. Upcoming
approaches to use F2F communication on the physical
layer are, for example, FlashLinQ [3] by Qualcomm or
the LTE advanced approach presented by Fodor et al.
[4] that describe methods to increase the spectrum and
energy efficiency of traditional cellular networks.

We provide a first implementation of a chat application
prototype that uses a F2F overlay for the exchange of
messages. It is based upon the communication princi-
ple to connect nearby devices directly and thus, data
transmissions are possible without further infrastructure.
The prototypical implementation of a F2F chat lays the
foundation to evaluate such a transmission paradigm.

II. DATA DISSEMINATION IN NEXT GENERATION

NETWORKS

A. Face-to-Face Transmission

We assume that several devices trying to establish
connections at the same time in the same cell are
really near to each other. Figure 1 reveals two different
data dissemination scenarios. While Figure 1a depicts
the traditional data transmission with a BS (2) and
non intelligent devices, Figure 1b shows a transmission
paradigm, where one device (3) acts as an AP for a
group of devices. Through the AP all connected devices
communicate F2F without the need of a mobile network
infrastructure.

Figure 2 shows a simplified diagram of the developed
Android activity stack and the communication paradigm
between the activities. The Application stores informa-
tion, e.g., the WiFi IP address, the location of the tracker-
server, an identifier for the device in the F2F overlay
and some device specific data. The F2F communication
paradigm itself consists of two phases that are derived
from the Android Activity class. In the first phase, the

�Application�

�BootstrapActivity� �F2FActivity�

Data exchange Data exchange

WiFi connected/
disconnected

Fig. 2. Android activity stack for establishing a F2F overlay. The
Application first launches the BootstrapActivity to set up the WiFi
connection. If the device is connected via WiFi, the F2FActivity
starts and establishes the overlay. Is the WiFi disconnected, the
BootstrapActivity continues.

application starts the BootstrapActivity, which is respon-
sible for the initialization of the application. It gathers
information about the device and estimates the device’s
geolocation as described in Subsection II-B. The data is
frequently sent to a tracker-server, which evaluates them
and determines, if there are devices nearby to construct
a WiFi F2F overlay. During this phase, either a WiFi AP
is opened or the device connects to an already existing
WiFi AP that is in near distance to the current device.
Therefore, the tracker-server requests the device with the
highest battery charge to open an AP and informs all
nearby devices, how to establish the connection to the
WiFi network.

Once a successful WiFi connection is established, this
activity is stopped and remains in the background, while
an instance of F2FActivity, the second phase, is started.
Within the second activity, a F2F overlay is established
that distributes data among the participating devices.
To test the data exchange prototypically, the app starts
a F2F chat. Furthermore, the synchronization with the
tracker-server continues, such that the geolocation of
the device is continuously updated. New activities in
Android are per default started on top of others. There
is only one foreground activity while the rest remains
in the background. If the WiFi connection is lost or the
user presses the back button, the F2FActivity instance is
destroyed and the BootstrapActivity resumes, trying to
find new matching APs again.

B. Proximity Detection

In order to obtain the device’s location and to discover
other nearby devices, several metrics need to be obtained.
First, in the mobile context, the solution should be
efficient and save battery charge. To achieve this and
to guarantee a good user experience, locating the device
should be fast. The longer a global positioning system
(GPS) signal is received to get a better accuracy, the
more battery power is consumed. If the accuracy is
already good enough to identify nearby devices, there is
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no need to consume more time and waste battery power
for a better accuracy. Device location is performed in
multiple steps with different accuracies. Figure 3 shows
three different types of information that are used by
the tracker-server to evaluate the device’s location and
nearby devices.

The cell tower (1) serves the devices with a mobile
network connection like 3G. In Android it is possible to
read the location area code (LAC) and the cell ID (CID).
The geo-position of the cell tower is determined by using
an API1 from Google. The big dashed circle represents
the accuracy of this method. As only the location of the
cell tower is obtained but not the device’s location, the
obtained position is only as good as the size of the cell.
Unfortunately, there seems to be no way to obtain the
size of a cell and an accuracy of 1,000 meters is assumed.
Of course, this is not precise but has some advantages.
If the device is inside a building there is no way to
get a GPS signal, but the CID can still be obtained as
long as there exists a mobile network connection. Also,
the position of the cell tower is determined instantly
and without noteworthy additional battery consumption.
Thus, we consider it as an appropriate backup alternative
for the geolocation.

As there is only a limited amount of time when the
GPS position will be obtained, this position will not
be accurate as well. The dotted circles (3) show the
corresponding accuracy of the received GPS positions

1http://www.google.com/glm/mmap?mcc=xxx&mnc=
xxx&towerid=xxx

for the devices. The current approach at the tracker-
server is to use this accuracy values in order to find
nearby devices. Devices that are within the dotted radius
of the dotted circle are assumed to be nearby. Finally, the
critical point is the reachable area of the device’s WiFi
(2). If the circles of two devices are overlapping, they
are considered to be within each others WiFi coverage.
As explained before, the tracker-server is not able to get
the exact position of a device because the position is
not accurate enough. Obviously, the obtained accuracy
of the GPS location of Device 1 in Figure 3 is not very
good. If the device would be positioned a bit more in
the north, it would not be in the WiFi coverage area of
device Device 2, though it is still considered as a nearby
device, because the transmitted inaccurate positions are
overlapping. Even worse is Device 3, which is nowhere
near other devices but still in the same network cell.
If this device only transmits its cell location (with a
presumed accuracy of 1,000 meters), the tracker-server
determines that it is within the network coverage of the
other devices in the same cell. However, there would be
no harm if the tracker-server makes false assumptions
based on too inaccurate geolocations. The worst that
happens is that one device opens up a WiFi AP without
another device really being able to connect. Thereafter,
the protocol waits for the first device to connect and
remains in an idle state. The remaining devices would
continue searching for an open AP. It only consumes and
wastes more battery power at the device with the open
AP.

Though the F2F approach is possible, we need to
consider the WiFi signal propagation to improve the
overlay specifications. Moreover, we try to estimate the
battery consumption generated by the data transmissions
within the F2F overlay network.

III. WIFI VS. BATTERY DRAINAGE

A. Signal Strength

We have obtained the received signal strength indi-
cator (RSSI) on a Huawei Mediapad (running Android
4.0) as AP. In addition, a laptop served as monitor while
it captures WiFi beacons with the help of aircrack-
ng [5] and tcpdump [6] on its wireless interface. The
monitor observed the broadcast beacons of the AP and
was moved in steps of 5 meters away from the AP in
line of sight for several times. For each distinct distance
1,000 broadcast beacons of the collected traces have
been analyzed, particularly the field from the radiotap
header of each beacon that contains the RSSI value. In
Figure 4 the mean values of the RSSIs and their 95%
confidence levels are plotted. We observe a relatively
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high RSSI value up to 20 meters, followed by a rapid
decrease. According to this observations, we analyzed
the battery drainage of random data transmissions with
an increasing distance of up to 15 meters in Subsec-
tion III-B. Additionally, we observed that presumably
some constructive interference increases the RSSI value
at around 40 meters, before it continues to decrease
slightly again.

B. Battery Drainage

We determined the battery drainage of two devices,
the Huawei U8160 with Android 2.2 as AP and the
Huawei Mediapad with Android 4.0 as client counter
part. The measurement setup contained different set-
tings with alternating bitrates and distances between
the devices. Therefore, random traffic is sent from the
AP to the client side in three different rates for a
total time of ten minutes. In the measurements three
different distances, 5, 10 and 15 meter were observed
with traffic rates of 250, 500 and 1,000 KBit

s . Figure 5
depicts the percentage of the battery drainage, on the
left side for the device that opens the AP and on the
right side for the connected client. The total battery
consumption on the client side increases for 250 and 500
KBit

s for higher distances, but decreases for transmissions
with 1,000 KBit

s . This behavior could be caused by an
energy scheduling algorithm of the Android framework,
but needs to be further investigated on devices running
different Android versions. In contrast, the AP generally
shows a decrease of the consumption by an increasing
distance and a lower bitrate.

IV. CONCLUSION & FUTURE RESEARCH

The developed prototype lays the foundation to eval-
uate a new F2F transmission paradigm, especially con-

cerning the battery drainage of mobile devices. More-
over, it contains a strategy to find nearby located devices
in an appropriate manner. Of course, there is plenty
of room to implement new ideas, e.g., a beaconing
process to find nearby devices without the need of a
central controller instance. In addition, the measurement
of the battery power consumption revealed a varying
behavior of devices that opened an AP compared to the
client counter part. Future research concerning power
wastage should consider the influence factors for this
observation. With regard to the transmission of media
content, this could be a feasible approach to offload
mobile network infrastructures, especially by enhancing
mobile P2P systems with a F2F approach.
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Abstract — Ad-hoc networks provide communication 

services in scenarios where no infrastructure is available. They 

require special routing protocols that can adapt to fast 

changing topology and link quality. Existing ad-hoc routing 

protocols focus on fast convergence and efficient packet 

forwarding. However, they typically communicate in plain text 

and are vulnerable against various attacks that can seriously 

compromise ad-hoc networks. Therefore, in this paper we 

propose a security extension working on layer 2 which is 

applicable to multiple ad-hoc routing protocols. It provides 

integrity, confidentiality and replay protection for routing 

messages and user traffic. It has been implemented in Linux 

and tested in a network test bed. It enables flexible prototyping 

of different security mechanisms and provides the basis for the 

development of a secure ad-hoc network. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Ad-hoc networks are especially suitable for providing 

network services in situation where no existing network 

infrastructure is available. Typical application scenarios 

include natural disasters, rescue and military operations. In 

an ad-hoc network every node acts as a router and forwards 

packets to other nodes. To cope with the special 

requirements in ad-hoc networks, like fast convergence time 

after topology changes and efficient use of network 

resources, new routing protocols have been developed, like 

Ad-hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing [9], 

Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) [3], Better Approach 

To Mobile Ad-hoc Networking (BATMAN) [1], and Babel 

[2]. 

The ad-hoc network environment imposes also new 

security threats to routing protocols. Besides typical security 

threats on network traffic, like eavesdropping or replay 

attacks, ad-hoc networks are also vulnerable to attacks 

targeting the routing protocol. Many attacks, like wormhole, 

blackhole and flooding attacks [7], are known against 

routing protocols that can seriously affect the network and 

disrupt network services. Despite this, ad-hoc routing 

protocols often exchange messages in plaintext and do not 

include any security mechanism. It is often expected to use 

such protocols with lower-layer security mechanisms. 

Furthermore, there is a difference in crypto support in 

hardware for wireless and wired networks. While wireless 

LAN cards have crypto support in hardware, Ethernet cards 

do not. Thus, if a protocol is meant to be used in a scenario 

with wireless and wired links, it is usually not possible to 

have all security mechanisms in hardware. 

Therefore, in this paper we propose a software-based 

security extension that works below the routing protocol on 

layer 2 and is applicable to several ad-hoc routing protocols. 

It enables flexible prototyping and developing new security 

mechanisms. Since the solution is mesh technology agnostic, 

the routing protocol can be easily exchanged or updated. 

The security extension uses standard Linux modules and 

tools, which reduces the implementation effort. 

In this paper we have selected BATMAN as the routing 

protocol and present SecBATMAN, the security-extended 

version of the protocol. BATMAN is a proactive routing 

protocol and works in a distance vector manner. Neighbors, 

nodes that are in the range of a given wireless technology, 

continuously monitor their link quality. According to this 

metric they calculate the best next hop. The protocol can 

cope with asymmetric links that are usual in wireless 

networks. It also supports the interconnection to non-

BATMAN networks via gateway nodes that can announce 

themselves in the ad-hoc network. The routing protocol is 

part of the official Linux kernel.  

SecBATMAN provides hop-by-hop security based on a 

shared symmetric session key between neighbors. It can be 

applied with different levels of security and to various traffic 

types. It can provide either message authentication and 

integrity protection or additionally message confidentiality. 

SecBATMAN can protect either routing messages only or 

protect both routing and user traffic depending on the 

security level required and the processing resources of 

network nodes. Furthermore, different crypto algorithms can 

be used as well. The session key can be configured manually 

on all nodes or dynamically negotiated, enabling a frequent 

renewal of keys. In this paper we focus on the secure 

communication between neighbors and key negotiation is 

not discussed in detail. The mechanism has been 

implemented and tested in an ad-hoc network test bed, 

demonstrating the feasibility of the approach. 

II. SECURE BATMAN 

The key goal of SecBATMAN is to protect the routing 

protocol against malicious injection of invalid routing 

information and to protect the network against unauthorized 

access. Requirements for SecBATMAN include message 

authentication, integrity, confidentiality, and replay 

protection. Additionally, it shall provide efficient use of 

network resources and impose low overhead. 

BATMAN operates on layer 2 and it includes an 

additional layer between the data link and IP layers. It 

encapsulates layer 2 frames and forwards them until they 
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reach their destinations. BATMAN routing is transparent to 

the IP layer. Thus, security mechanisms applied on top of 

BATMAN (like IPSec or end-to-end security on the 

application layer) are not sufficient, as these are not able to 

protect the ad-hoc network itself. Therefore, SecBATMAN 

includes security mechanisms below the BATMAN protocol 

as illustrated in Fig. 1. 

TCP/UDP

IP

BATMAN

Security

Ethernet
 

Fig. 1.  Protocol stack 

We assume that in a single mesh network all nodes use the 

same security mechanisms and are configured with the same 

crypto algorithms. SecBATMAN encapsulates all 

BATMAN packets and inserts a new security header into all 

frames. The new frame format is shown in Fig. 2. 

SecBATMAN can apply message authentication only or 

encryption as well. Accordingly, the frame can include 

different fields. In the following we always assume the use 

of both to ease the description. The SecBATMAN header is 

inserted after the original Ethernet header with the source 

and destination addresses. The new Ethernet frame type 

0x4306 signals that the frame is a SecBATMAN frame. The 

header contains the initialization vector used by the 

encryption algorithm and the message authentication code. 

The SecBATMAN header is followed by the original 

BATMAN packet. An optional padding closes the frame 

whose length is included in the padding length field. The 

padding extends the frame size to the block size of the block 

cipher algorithm. The authentication hash is calculated over 

the complete frame, excluding the hash itself. The 

encryption covers the complete original BATMAN packet, 

the padding length and the padding. 
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Fig. 2.  SecBATMAN frame format 

The concept of SecBATMAN and the usage of crypto 

keys are illustrated in Fig. 3 for an example network 

consisting of three nodes (A, B, C) and a malicious node 

(M). Each node with its direct neighbors represents a 

neighbor group. In the example A with B, B with A and C, 

and C with B. Since wireless networks are typically a 

broadcast medium, SecBATMAN does not use separate 

pairwise keys per peer but each node uses its single session 

key to send packets to all its neighbors. Sending broadcast 

frames with a pair-wise key would mean too much overhead 

in a broadcast medium since each frame would have to be 

encrypted and sent separately to each neighbor. Depending 

on the number of neighbors, this would waste bandwidth 

resources and reduce the total throughput in the network. 

Furthermore, BATMAN frequently sends broadcast 

messages to measure the link quality. 

As shown in Fig. 3, SecBATMAN uses a hop-by-hop 

protection between nodes. Each node has its own session 

key for sending and a key table with the MAC address–

session key pairs for all other nodes, e.g., on node A the 

session key is SKA and the key table contains B – SKB and C 

– SKC. When a node sends a packet (either from a local 

process or forwarding a packet from another node), it 

encrypts the message with its session key and sends it to the 

next hop in the ad-hoc network. For example node B 

encrypts message MB with SKB and send {MB}SKB. Because 

of the wireless medium, the message can be received by any 

node within transmission range. But only nodes that possess 

key SKB can decrypt and further process the message. The 

malicious node M cannot decrypt it. Similarly, if the 

malicious node M tries to inject packets into the network, it 

sends a message {MM}SKM using its self-generated key SKM. 

The message can be received by B and C, but it will be 

dropped because it comes from an unknown MAC address. 

Even if M spoofs another node, using the MAC address of 

node A for example, the message authentication will fail on 

nodes B and C, since M does not know SKA. Thus, 

SecBATMAN ensures that a node accepts packets only from 

nodes that belong to the ad-hoc network. Packets from other 

nodes will be dropped and will not be forwarded. 

A CB

{MA}SKA
{MB}SKB

{MB}SKB
{MC}SKC

Key: SKA

B – SKB

C – SKC

M

Key: SKM

Key: SKB

A – SKA

C – SKC

Key: SKC

A – SKA

B – SKB

 
Fig. 3.  Session keys and message encryptions in an example network 

We assume here the manual configuration of static keys 

on all nodes belonging to a single ad-hoc network. However, 

the keying scheme allows dynamic key generation locally on 

each node as well as rekeying during operation. Rekeying 

affects only neighbors and does not have to be propagated 

through the whole network. 

III. IMPLEMENTATION 

SecBATMAN has been implemented in Linux using 

kernel 3.3.0 and batman-adv of version 2012.0.0 [1]. The 

security extensions have been integrated using the bridging 

support and the ebtables filtering tool [5] of the Linux 

kernel. The implementation architecture is shown in Fig. 4. 

The network device driver provides the access to the 

network via the wlan0 interface. The bridging module 

creates the new interface br0 and bridges it to wlan0. The 

BATMAN kernel module implements the routing protocol 

and provides the bat0 interface on top of br0. The bat0 

interface is configured with an IP address on all nodes and it 

is used by all applications running on a node. The bridging 

module enables the use of the general filtering and frame 

processing features of ebtables by passing all frames through 

the ebtables kernel module. We have implemented new 

ebtables targets (encrypt, decrypt) that use the crypto 

algorithms of the kernel and can be used in the filtering rules 

to perform the message authentication and encryption. The 

ebtables user space program is used to configure filtering 

rules and to set session keys. 
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Fig. 4.  Implementation architecture 

The implementation uses the crypto algorithm Advanced 

Encryption Standard (AES) [8] in Galois Counter Mode 

(GCM) [4] of the Linux kernel. AES-GCM is an efficient 

and high-performance symmetric key block cipher algorithm 

that provides message authentication, integrity and 

confidentiality. AES-GCM is used with a key length of 128 

bits. Fig. 5 shows the ebtables rules on a node with one peer 

only. The input chain forwards all frames coming from the 

peer to a separate input chain and drops any other packets 

(policy drop). The output chain drops any non-BATMAN 

packets (!0x4305) and encrypts all remaining BATMAN 

packets using the new encrypt target. The encryption key 

and salt are stored in separate files with appropriate access 

rights. The key and salt are set by passing the file names to 

ebtables in the encrypt-key and encrypt-salt 

parameters. In general there is a separate input chain for 

each peer identified by its MAC address. The input chain of 

the peer drops all non-SecBATMAN (!0x4306) packets, 

decrypts the packets using the new decrypt target and 

accepts them if they are authenticated. 
Bridge chain: INPUT, entries: 2, policy: DROP

-s 0:80:48:6b:9d:58 -i wlan0 -j INPUT_00:80:48:6b:9d:58

Bridge chain: FORWARD, entries: 0, policy: ACCEPT

Bridge chain: OUTPUT, entries: 3, policy: ACCEPT

-p ! 0x4305 -o wlan0 -j DROP

-o wlan0 -j encrypt --encrypt-key /etc/... --encrypt-salt /etc/...

Bridge chain: INPUT_00:80:48:6b:9d:58, entries: 3, policy: DROP

-p ! 0x4306 –i wlan0 -j DROP

-i wlan0 -j decrypt --decrypt-key /etc/... --decrypt-salt /etc/...

-i wlan0 -j ACCEPT
 

Fig. 5.  Status of ebtables on a node with one peer 

The SecBATMAN overhead, i.e. the additional bytes per 

frame, is 2 bytes for the frame type, 8 bytes for the 

initialization vector, 16 bytes for the authentication hash, 1 

byte for the padding length and 0-3 bytes for the padding. 

Thus, it is 27-30 bytes in total. First measurements in a 

WLAN-based ad-hoc network show that SecBATMAN can 

achieve around the same throughput as BATMAN (around 

16Mbps in our setup). The CPU load approximately doubles 

for sending and receiving packets with SecBATMAN on a 

system with an Intel Atom N270 1.60GHz CPU. 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

SecBATMAN supports message authentication, integrity 

and confidentiality for routing messages and user traffic by 

encapsulating all BATMAN frames. It ensures that only 

authorized nodes can participate in the ad-hoc network and 

malicious nodes are excluded. It provides the basis for a 

secure ad-hoc network using the BATMAN routing 

protocol. Our implementation is based on existing tools and 

modules of the Linux operating system. It uses the built-in 

crypto algorithms of the kernel and extends the ebtables tool 

with encryption and decryption using AES-GCM. The 

security extension works on layer 2 and is applicable to 

multiple routing protocols. First measurements show that 

SecBATMAN is feasible and provides appropriate 

performance. The concept of session keys fits especially to 

the broadcast nature of wireless networks, so that it imposes 

minimal overhead. 

In this paper we assumed manually configured static keys 

on all nodes. However, we are currently working on the 

dynamic generation and negotiation of session keys between 

neighbors. We are extending the presented solution with 

neighbor authentication and attestation based on trusted 

computing mechanisms, which will allow for automatic 

rekeying. Additional future work includes further 

measurements and the use of hardware support for crypto 

operations. We plan to have a hybrid solution making use of 

the hardware acceleration of the wireless chip, but retaining 

the key scheme and software based crypto for network 

technologies without available crypto hardware. The 

software based solution could also benefit from the Intel 

AES New Instructions (AES-NI) [6] resulting in higher 

performance and/or lower system load. 
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Abstract— Routing is a primary function in 
Mobi le Ad Hoc Social Networks. This is the 
mechanism by which the paths are created for 
routing data to the right destination through the 
social network. These routing protocols designed as 
lack of security controls, which increases the risk of 
attacks that can be orchestrated by external or 
internal nodes taking into account the position of the 
striker from the social network. In this paper, first, 
we analyze the vulnerability of AODV routing 
protocol. Second, we introduce a new system, called 
AODV-MASN. Third, we introduce a new security 
mechanism for this new system. 

Keywords—Ad Hoc Social Networks, AODV, 
Security, Routing Protocol. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

   An Ad Hoc network is a wireless network with no 
fixed infrastructure in which all nodes participate in the 
routing. Ad hoc networks are considered particularly 
important in situations where the installation of a fixed 
infrastructure is costly, difficult, impossible or simply 
unnecessary. 
   The Ad Hoc routing protocols existing in the literature 
currently being standardized within the IETF (Internet 
Engineering Task Force) hypothesize an ideal 
environment in which the operation of the network is not 
under attack malicious about service availability and 
data integrity. They also assume that all nodes 
voluntarily participate in the operation of the network 
regardless of their natural tendency to abstain in order to 
save energy in their battery.  
   Securing the ad hoc routing is particularly difficult due 
to the lack of administrative entity in the heart of the 
network. There is much vulnerability allowing malicious 
nodes corrupt the configuration of routing tables, modify 
packets in transit or simply not participate in the effort 

routing in order to save energy. For this reason, the 
subject of this article focuses on the security of routing 
protocols. We have chosen the AODV [1] [2] routing 
protocol because it is the most widely used in ad hoc 
community. In the next section, we present brief attacks 
against MASN using AODV as routing protocol. We use 
the abbreviation MASN for "Mobile Ad Hoc Social 
Networks". 

II.  ATTACKS AGAINST MASN USING AODV AS 

ROUTING PROTOCOL 

    Many researchers address problems related to online 
social network in [12] [13]. Contrary to our type of social 
network that is completely mobile devices. In [15], we 
applied a part of this method for the OLSR routing 
protocol. Taxonomy of attacks against MASN is divided 
into two classes: external and internal attacks. External 
attacks nodes that are not part of the network. Internal 
attacks nodes are a legitimate part of the network. We 
present in Table 1 the various attacks which exist in the 
literature. 

III. A NEW SECURITY MECHANISM FOR 

REACTIVE ROUTING PROTOCOL AODV IN MASN 

   In this section, we introduce a new system "AODV-
MASN" then we describe our new security mechanism to 
AODV protocol in MASN. In our approach, nodes first 
try to detect suspicious links before the route request. 

A. Overview of "MASN with AODV" 
 

    MASN with AODV is shown in Fig 1. Consists of two 
layers: (a) a physical layer of ad hoc network and (b) a 
layer of virtual social network. In the network layer 
(virtual) social are connected by virtual links where 
AODV is used as routing protocol. Each virtual link is to 
a communication channel which may be composed of 
several hops. Once the friendly relations are established, 
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friends can perform social such as resource sharing, 
sending messages, and navigation from each other. 
 

 
 

Fig 1. Presentation of MASN with AODV 
 

b. Detect of suspicious links in MASN with AODV 

  The fig.2 represents our approach and our system 
parameters are presented in Table 2. Before the detection 
of suspicious links, the mobile nodes are changing their 
public key (Fig 2 Step 1) then he changed the secret keys 
with confidentiality and authentication (Fig2.Step 2).  

 
 

Fig3. Datagram Message DetectReq , DetectRep 

  To infer suspicious links, we define two messages new 
control for AODV "DetectReq & DetrectRep" (Fig. 3), 
they have the same format of the HELLO message, but 
we added a field "Champ_sig" to detect suspicious links. 
When a source node wants to establish a route to a 
destination for which it does not yet have a way. Before 
it broadcasts a packet broadcast RREQ, a mobile node 
encrypts the field "Champ_sig" of message DetectReq 
and send it. When a mobile node receive DetectReq, it 
decrypts the field value "Champ_sig" and checks if this 
contains information about DetectReq at each of its 
requests, if there is no information about its previous 
requests, the mobile node addresses the DetectReq 
received as a normal Hello message  else the node 
control the arrival time of received DetectReq and the 
arrival in the waiting period specified; the node performs 
the link between itself and the mobile node that sent the 

DetectRep as suspicious and stops communicating with 
this mobile node. 

    Parameter          Description 
   X1 Mobile node in the circle of transmission from 

node "X2" 

          X2 Mobile node in the circle of transmission from 
node "X1" 

          X3 Mobile node in the circle of transmission from 
node "X2" 

        KUX1 Public key of the node "X1" (available at "X2") 

        KUX2 Public key of the node "X2" (available at "X1") 

        KRX1 Private key of the node "X1" (known only as 
"X2") 

KRX2 Private key of the node "X2" (known only as 
"X2") 

      DetectReq Message to detect the attack 

      DetectRep Message for acknowledge receipt of the message 
"DetectReq 

RREQ The polling message of available routes 

       REEP The response message to the route request 
 
DATA 

-See friend's online (nodes in the network), 
- Remove a shared file, 
- Delete a received message… 

       RRER The message indicating a route error. 

       EKUX1 Encrypted with the public key of the node "X1" 

       DKUX2 Decrypt with the public key of the node "X2" 

       EKRX1 Encrypted with the private key of the node "X1" 

       DKRX2 Decrypt with the private key of the node "X2" 

B DetectReq encrypted 

D DetectReq decrypted 

C DetectRep encrypted 

A  DetectRep decrypted 

DKUX1 Decrypt with the public key of the node "X1" 

1 Distribution of public keys by annoncement 
public. 

2 Secret key distribution with privacy and 
authentication 

3 Detection of suspicious links 

        4 Establishment of the road 

        5 Transfer data on establishes the road 

6 Return to the applicant indicating roads error 

 The link failure 

Tab2. System parameters 

IV.  CONCLUSION 

     In this paper, first, we have provided the taxonomy of 
attacks and their influence on the security property in 
MASN using AODV as routing protocol. Next, we 
introduced a new social network, called AODV with 
MASN. At the end, we presented our new security 
mechanism based on the use of two messages 
"DetectReq, DetectRep" and digital signatures 
"Champ_sig"  to detect malicious links. 
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Attacks Influ ence on the security property Target Result 

Confidentiality Authentication Integrity Availability 

Detour attack [3] 
 

  x  Nodes in the direct 
vicinity of 

the opponent 

Not participate in routing 

Black hole attack [5]   x  Nodes specific Creating a tunnel and 
disrupt routing 

Wormhole attack [14]   x  Subset of nodes 
close to the hole 

Creating a tunnel and 
disrupt routing 

Routing table poisoning [4] 
 

  x  Subset of node Division of routing 

Sybil attack [6] 
 

x x x  Nodes specific Create of multiple 
identities 

Man-in-the-middle attack 
[7] 

x x x  Nodes specific Use impersonation 

 
Rushing attack [8] 

 

  x  Nodes in the direct 
vicinity of 

the opponent 

Attract traffic 

Resource consumption [9] 
 

x x  x All nodes Weakening battery 

Routing table overflow 
[10] 

   x Nodes in the direct 
vicinity of 

the opponent 

Overflow of routing table 

Location disclosure [11] x x   Nodes forming the 
path to a destination 

Discover the location of 
mobile nodes 

Tab.1 Summary of attacks in AODV with MASN 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   
1 Hop 1 Hop 

The step of detecting 
suspicious links is 

applied between every 
two nodes in the 

transmission range 
before sending route 

request. 

X1 X2 X3 

Transmission Rang 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

KUX2 

KUX1 

Ekux2[N1||ID1] 

Ekux1[N1||N2] 

Ekux2[N2] 

Ekux1[Ekrx1[ks]
] 

DetectReq C=EKUX2 [EKRX1(A)] 

A=DKUX1 [EKRX2(C)] 

DetectRep 
 

B=EKUX1 [EKRX2(D)] 

D=DKUX2 [EKRX1(B)] 

RREQ RREQ 

RREP RREP 

DATA DATA 

RRER 

Fig .2 Our New Security Mechanism for Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector 
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Abstract—Ad-hoc networks have been a topic in re-
search for many years now. Over the time, different types
of such networks like Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs),
Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs), Wireless Sensor
Networks (WSNs), Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs), or
Cyber-Phycial Systems (CPSs) have been proposed. In this
paper, we point out that the common key challenge in
these families of networks is the need to tailor them to
application-specific requirements. In the past, this led to
architectures which are hard or impossible to adapt to
changing requirements and applications in the future. We
argue that a context-adaptive network architecture with
flexible per-application components in all network nodes
can provide a solution.

Keywords-Ad-hoc networks, Context-adaptive Network-
ing

I. INTRODUCTION

Ad-hoc networks are – by their very definition –
networks that organize themselves in an independent
and cooperative manner. In the first decade of the 21st
century, there was a peak of research activity in this
area. Since then, different terms were used to highlight
and focus on certain properties. In fact, the following
research areas can all be seen as specific incarnations of
the idea of ad-hoc networking:

• Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs) [4] do not
rely on infrastructure. The nodes can be mobile,
and the networks are self-organizing. Typical usage
scenarios are public safety or disaster recovery
settings.

• Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs) [6] focus on
scenarios in which the mobile nodes are vehicles.
Usage scenarios include those traffic safety, traffic
efficiency, and convenience applications that require
a direct and low-delay information exchange be-
tween cars without access to infrastructure.

• Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) [1] focus on
sensor nodes that primarily monitor physical or
environmental properties, and deliver the obtained

data to one or few sinks. These nodes are often very
resource constrained. Typical usage scenarios are
monitoring such as wildlife monitoring or structural
health monitoring.

• Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) [2] do also have
meshed backbone, but in contrast to the networks
mentioned before the backbone nodes are normally
static. They form a self-organizing and self-healing
infrastructure to provide other nodes with flexible
backbone network access. Typical usage scenarios
are community networks.

• Opportunistic networks [3] are networks that are
frequently disconnected. An end-to-end path does
typically not exist. Messages are ferried by the
movement of the nodes, implying delay tolerance.
Typical usage scenarios include network connectiv-
ity for rural and developing areas.

• Cyber-Phycial Systems (CPSs) are systems with
sensors and actuators, which include feedback loops
crossing the boundaries between the physical world
and information processing systems. Ad-hoc net-
working concepts are inherent in CPSs whenever
information exchange happens between multiple
participating sensor or control devices. Typical us-
age scenarios are smart grid, smart factories, e-
health, smart mobility, etc. (cf. [5]).

In the next section (Section II), we will discuss
commonalities as well as differences of the specific
incarnations and, finally, propose the concept of Context-
adaptive Networks. After that (Section III), we consider
a number typical ad-hoc networking scenarios and point
out where they require application-specific functional-
ity within the network. Subsequently (Section IV), we
discuss the resulting challenges for pursuing a context-
adaptive networking approach.

II. CONTEXT-ADAPTIVE NETWORKING

What distinguishes the above mentioned network con-
cepts from each other? In fact, the key ideas show
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substantial overlap in more than one regard. Depending
on the specific application and setting, boundaries blur—
for instance, between VANETs, CPSs, WSNs, and op-
portunistic networks. Self-configuration, interaction with
the physical environment, resource constraints, and band-
width constraints all apply to a certain degree. Despite
those similarities, a look at the past decade’s research
suggests a necessity to re-design key building blocks for
each of these areas. Most technical approaches developed
for MANETs, e. g., topology-based routing protocols,
seem unfitting to VANETs; what has been devised for
WSNs does often not match the requirements of CPSs;
and what has been targeted to CPS applications cannot
easily be transferred to WMN application demands.
Yet worse: most often, not even the protocol stacks
designed to support one class of applications over, e. g.,
WSNs or VANETs can smoothly be integrated with other
applications for the same class of networks.

The reason is that all these networking technologies
need to deal with resource scarcity of different kinds
and degree (bandwidth, energy, connectivity, etc.). For
this reason, for instance, MANET applications in disaster
relief need to prioritize critical data traffic due to limited
channel capacity, so all nodes in the network need to
know about application-specific traffic priorities. WSNs
need to aggregate data in order to reduce the packet
size, thereby saving energy for communication—a highly
application-specific procedure. VANETs require sophis-
ticated, application-tailored dissemination and aggrega-
tion strategies to deal with limited bandwidth, changing
connectivity, and varying vehicle densities in a highly dy-
namic topology. More generally speaking, time, energy,
bandwidth, connectivity and other constraints prohibit
that the network is a pure transport medium: application-
level data needs to be understood and processed within
the network, not only by “end system” instances of the
application logic.

Consequently, application-specific logic is moved into
the network: core components of the network need to
be tailored to application demands. As a result, a clean
separation of “network” and “application” logic in the
traditional sense becomes impossible, and protocol layers
lose their role as cross-application abstractions. Instead,
complex, dedicated protocols are designed for very nar-
row and specific application scenarios and requirements.
The protocols that, e.g., the IETF MANET WG is
standardizing are very different from the Geonetworking
protocols currently under standardization at ETSI TC
ITS. In the end, the impression arises that a whole-

system re-design for each application setting and sce-
nario seems inevitable.

However, does this mean that the networks have
nothing in common? Such a design perception has severe
consequences for the co-existence of applications, for the
opportunities to adapt a once-installed network to chang-
ing requirements, and for the possibility to integrate new
applications into an already deployed system. In car-to-
car communication, for instance, it is almost certain that
demand for new, additional applications will arise in the
future. However, with the current approach to design
highly application-tailored protocol stacks, it will be hard
to impossible to integrate the corresponding in-network
functionality into the then already deployed nodes: the
system architecture is constrained to the application and
requirements known at the time when it was designed.
This unsatisfactory situation may be termed architectural
lock-in.

If this holds true even within a narrow area like
VANET, things are even worse when boundaries between
different kinds of ad-hoc networks are crossed. With
today’s approaches, it is even harder to design systems
that provide a basis for, e. g., both a WSN and a WMN.

We therefore pose the question whether it is really
necessary (and fruitful) to re-invent the wheel over and
over again. Even if protocol layers in the classical sense
cannot be carried over from application scenario to
application scenario, it still seems likely that a common
foundation can be laid. In this paper, we propose the
concept of Context-adaptive Networks and envision that
they could provide such a common basis.

As pointed out, the need to deal with highly varying
requirements in different ad-hoc networking scenarios,
like resource scarcity, data-dependent networking and
processing, or quickly changing network topology and
node density, requires that application-specific function-
ality can be carried out on any node within the sys-
tem. Context-adaptive Networks aim to provide generic
means and abstractions for such a situation-aware and
application-aware adaptation of in-network processing.

To this end, applications can deploy functional com-
ponents on network nodes throughout the network.
These functional components are able to perform com-
plex packet and information processing. These compo-
nents become part of the different networking layers,
and they enable to dynamically introduce application-
specific behavior into the network stack in an on-
demand fashion. Therefore, the core networking frame-
work again becomes application-independent—but in a
different sense than pure data-transport networks like the
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Figure 1: Layered architecture for data transport-focused
networks vs. sliced architecture for application-specific
in-network processing.

Internet. Instead of generic protocol layers implementing
cross-application functionality, such a network comprises
application-specific, but vertically isolated slices. This is
shown in Figure 1.

Slices from different applications can be modified,
installed, and removed independently. This allows for
a clean abstraction when designing and implementing
applications. It also allows to integrate new applications
into a running system. In-network processing can be
adapted in case the requirements change, without the
need of a complete protocol stack re-design for all
applications. The networking stack would thus consist
of a flexible core framework that is re-configured and
extended in an on-demand fashion as new types of appli-
cation and new forms of communication are introduced.

III. USAGE SCENARIOS

A. Public Safety

Public safety units such as first responders, fire fight-
ers, police, and military need robust communication
networks for command and control. On the different hi-
erarchical layers, members of a talk-group communicate
via push-to-talk voice channels. Furthermore, the people
in charge want to know where their units are. Therefore,
command and control systems consist of two main
applications: classical push-to-talk voice communication
and sensor data transport for self-organizing location
maps. The networks must operate reliably even when
all infrastructure has been destroyed.

Ad-hoc networks meet the requirements of spon-
taneous deployment, independence from any kind of
existing infrastructure, and robustness in the sense of
self-organization and self-healing. However, in larger
deployments, quality of service for different applications
and priorities of single users are additional requirements.
Furthermore, the public safety domain must always be

prepared for sudden changes and spontaneous events.
Therefore, requirements and priorities may change over
the time. Thus, the applications as well as the network
have to be able to adapt to the new situation—which,
in turn, requires the protocol stack in all nodes to react
in highly application-specific ways. This is very hard to
implement in a protocol stack where forwarding nodes
are application-agnostic. Context-adaptive networking
allows to take these application requirements into ac-
count in all nodes, without sacrificing a clean system
architecture.

B. Urban Sensing

On-going urbanization poses severe challenges to mu-
nicipalities around the globe. Ever bigger cities need
to be managed and maintained and city councils rely
on fine-grained sensing data to react on various time-
scales to specific developments. One day, it may be
important to determine temperature profiles for a certain
suburb in order to design buildings for enhanced air
flow, the other day one needs to measure fine dust
pollution to check whether legal obligations are met.
And on another day, an accident at a chemical plant may
suddenly give measurement of a specific aerosol highest
priority. Ideally, municipalities would deploy generic
sensor network nodes with generic chemical sensors
throughout the cities that could then be dynamically re-
configured to measure specific components with exactly
the right application-specific spatial and temporal reso-
lution, with dedicated in-network information processing
strategies, and all this while allowing multiple of such
measurements to run in parallel.

Context-adaptive Networks will support exactly this
kind of scenarios, as it would allow to dynamically adjust
a WSN to the specific needs of the measurement task
needed by adjusting priorities, in-network processing,
and forwarding strategies to match the needs of the
sensing applications. In sensor technology research, there
are recent trends to investigate and design the flexible
sensors that would be needed in addition.

C. Car-to-Car Communication

Car-to-Car Communication and VANETs are currently
nearing finalization of standards and are approaching
initial deployment. This first generation of systems will
include highly specific mechanisms for tasks like geonet-
working or distributed congestion control. At the same
time, many of these mechanisms implicitly implement
design assumptions that may actually not be valid. As
an example, geocasting requires specification of a target
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area and the standards foresee a limited number of ways
to specify such an area, e.g., by means of a circular or
rectangular shape. If a future application would require
a different type of target area, it will not easily be
possible to extend the geonetworking implementation
in the millions of vehicles that will already be C2C
enabled by that time. Updating standards and deployed
code-base will be a very cumbersome endeavor. Thus,
future applications are limited by the inflexible design
of todays standards. Context-adaptive Networks may
again offer a solution to this type of problems, as, e. g.,
determination of target areas and forwarding strategies
could be extended when new applications are rolled out.

D. E-Health

In the future, patients and their environment will be
equipped with sensors (cf. [7]). Based on heterogeneous
sensor data, it will be possible to monitor the health
status of a patient. By using actors, it will even be pos-
sible to trigger, for instance, the release of a drug to the
patient’s body. In such a network, the sensor information
as well as commands to the actors have to be transmitted
in a reliable, robust and fault-tolerant way. Depending
on variation of the health status, the requirements to the
network will change. New components may be added,
with new applications and different requirements to in-
network data handling and processing—and the need to
integrate smoothly with previously present equipment.
A design based on context-adaptive networking ideas
would enable all the equipment to participate in the data
processing even for applications which have not been
present when the network was initially set up, by allow-
ing for new, application-specific functional components
be set up in the form of additional slices.

IV. CONCLUSION AND RESEARCH CHALLENGES

As seen in the different scenarios, one of the big chal-
lenges for different flavors of ad-hoc networks is the need
to tailor in-network data processing and communication
to the varying requirements of specific applications.
These requirements are very diverse: data-consistency,
reliability, energy efficiency, privacy, and so forth. The
requirements may even change over time, depending on
the current situation and environment. We advocate the
new concept of Context-adaptive Networking to allow
applications to adjust processing and communication
at arbitrary points in the network, as required in the
specific situation. It therefore allows for the required
flexibility that is needed in order to implement demand-
ing applications over resource-constrained networks. At

the same time, it provides an abstraction, and therefore
facilitates the adaptation to changing requirements, and
the integration of new applications in the future.

In order to implement Context-adaptive Networks, a
number of key challenges need to be tackled. Mecha-
nisms to deploy functional components (i. e., slices) to
network nodes are necessary. These mechanisms must
be simple and robust, and it must be possible to employ
them in settings where resources are very scarce. At
the same time, isolation between slices needs to be
considered for functional and security reasons. This
includes the question of allocating scarce resources in
case of competing slices—fairness and security aspects
are immediately evident. On the other hand, it may
be desirable to re-use components between slices for
efficiency reasons. It also relates to the question how
much control a slice needs about the device it is executed
on.

Another interesting question is to investigate how
much flexibility modern communication hardware will
allow. Software-defined radios and cognitive radio ap-
proaches may provide the technical basis for extremely
flexible Context-adaptive Networks. Finally, it needs to
be investigated what basic functionality the core frame-
work needs to provide to allow the desired degree of
flexibility in design and implementation of slices.

We feel that it will be worth to tackle these challenges:
only then it will be possible to realize flexible designs for
ad-hoc networks in the future, which are able to support
a broad range of applications, without the need to re-
design key elements of the system architecture upon each
change in requirements.
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